
Iana Dixon presents the “Hawaii Vacation”
jewelry collection – a combination of beauty
and quality for stylish women

Turquoise Long Earrings

“Hawaii Vacation” jewelry collection,

created special for fall 2021. Stylish and

trendy turquoise blue jewelry created

with natural magnesite.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO,

September 7, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Iana Dixon is releasing the brand

new “Hawaii Vacation” summer jewelry

collection. Each piece will be

individually handcrafted by the

designer herself. The “Hawaii Vacation”

collection will be released on,

September 9, 2021.

In creating her “Hawaii Vacation”

collection, Iana Dixon has been getting

inspiration from her wonderful

memories of 6 years of living in Hawaii. Its unique culture and beauty made her think about this

special collection for years before it was created.

“Jewelry that you will wear

everyday and everywhere”.”

Iana Dixon

The Iana Dixon jewelry brand is well known for helping

women stay feminine, confident and stylish. “Hawaii

Vacation” collection empowers women to look gorgeous

wherever they are. This collection is a true Zoom Beauty

Punch. The brand slogan is “Jewelry that you will wear

everyday and everywhere”. The beauty and charisma that

each necklace and earring possesses will fit any place and occasion.

Thus, for the third time, Iana Dixon has created an entire product line of stylish necklaces and

earrings. The new, “Hawaii Vacation” collection is scheduled to go live on the September 9,

2021.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Turquoise Pendant Necklace

Turquoise Beaded Earrings

The collection will be exclusively sold

on the official website

ianadixonjewelry.com where the

limited products are expected to sell

out by the end of the season. The

collection consists of 20 pieces: 16

earrings and 4 necklaces styles.

The turquoise blue geometric

necklaces and earrings are designed to

showcase a trendy statement in the

minimalist style that makes women

feel fashionable and confident.

Each magnesite gemstone used in this

collection is handpicked by Iana Dixon

personally and will meet the highest

standards of beauty and quality for the

most demanding woman.  All jewelry

has been created with the popular and

affordable premium quality stainless

steel and gold plated materials. These

Zoom must-have jewelry pieces are

tasteful, trendy and custom made for

each customer.

Iana Dixon is a known environmentally

friendly jewelry brand and the “Hawaii

Vacation” collection includes these

special features: environmentally

friendly gift and shipping packaging, ID

Care jewelry warranty, and ID Jewelry

Care Instruction. Additionally, each necklace comes with attached extenders. All of these features

are extremely rare in the handmade jewelry industry.

“Hawaii Vacation” jewelry collection ranges in price from $24 to $55 

Iana Dixon is excited to welcome her fans to her new handmade product line collection they’ve

been requesting.

CONTACT INFO



For more information about “Hawaii Vacation” jewelry collection or for an interview with Iana

Dixon, please call 425-789-7155 or write to vip@ianadixonjewelry.com. Media high-res photos

are available upon request.

About Iana Dixon

Iana Dixon started designing “Hawaii Vacation” collection after she was faced with a real

problem. How to find the balance between quality and price when using natural gemstones? 

She decided to create a statement turquoise jewelry collection with beautiful and affordable

natural magnesite gemstones using gold filled, sterling silver, gold pated and stainless steel

components.  As all of her jewelry does, this line exceeds standards in quality, style and beauty.
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